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The fourth dragon has been awakened...Alistair Brighton, the diamond dragon, needs to escape.

Imprisoned, chained and used for experiments, his only hope for escape is Bridget, the quiet human

woman who brings him his meals (and intrigues him for mysterious reasons). But Bridget isn&apos;t

sure she wants to let a dangerous dragon out of his cage, and Alistair can&apos;t promise he was

ever much of a hero.Bridget is running out of options. While seeking info on a missing friend, she fell

in among vicious shifters who see humans as slaves or worse. Every day brings more danger,

mainly from the gross alpha wolf who has decided she&apos;s his property, but also from the

beautiful prisoner in the basement, who claims to be a dragon and draws her in with pretty promises

but pushes her away with the ominous glint in his eyes.But when Bridget&apos;s back is literally to

the wall, Alistair surprises them both by coming to the rescue. Now Bridget&apos;s on the run with a

dragon, and isn&apos;t sure what&apos;s more dangerous: his powers or his steamy, insistent

kisses. And Alistair is realizing that for the right person, he might just be a hero after all.Warning:

contains ferocious dragons, fearsome fights and fiery love scenes. The fourth book in a brand new

series with dragons unlike anything Terry has written!Each book in the Awakened Dragon series

contains a full romance with a new couple in each book, but the books are best read in order as

there are appearances by other characters! Here are the others in the series:Onyx
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I was hooked from the very first page. I love how Alistair and Bridget's love blossomed. The passion

in their love making was hot. They were the good version of Bonnie and Clyde. Amethyst powers

captured me from the beginning. He knew he was brought out of Cyril just to find his friend. He has

the most awesome powers but none of them compared to Diamond a.k.a. Alistair when his mate

was being harmed even with the collar. He gave Bridget his ring as a promise to help her find her

friend if she helped him escape not knowing he had mated with her unintentionally. Like a coupling

without thinking but deep down be knew he cared for this human. And what is it with these dragons

and cats? This series is getting too juicy . It's like I can't wait to see if Aegis is going to come around

to the good side. Is Opal the dark Oracle and it was her plan all along to come between Aegis and

Zach? All I know is there's a storm brewing and if your on the wrong side you better watch out.

Remember Alistair said all it takes is one kiss. So we will see if Lana and Dom get their HEA. You

would think with his powers he would k ow she is worth fighting for. Isn't any love worth it if it's true?

I cannot wait for the next book. It's like I'm addicted to this series as I am to my favorite soda.

I knew that I would love Diamond Dragon when I read the ending of Red's (Ruby Dragon) book.I

love how self-aware Alistair was about his overwhelming selfishness. He owned every bit of it. He

knew these were negative traits, but he did not care. And when he begins to set it all aside for

Bridget, he has to figure out what about her makes him so willing to change.Bridget was cute, and

definitely had a "dragon's heart" (to borrow a term from other books about dragon mates). I liked her

determination and loyalty to her friends. At the same time, she had a sweetness about her which

was endearing.Alistair and Bridget make a wonderful pair. LOVE IT and their interaction

together!!!This book is a standalone story but I recommend reading the previous books to fully

appreciate the other dragons and their mates.

Great book and a perfect addition to the series. Stubborn rock meets stubborn hard place, LoL.

These two knew they loved each other but stubbornly refused to admit it outside their own thoughts.

And Alistair was particularly stubborn about accepting his fate.Can't wait for Dom and Lana's story.



So many teasing hints have left me with so many questions about their past. It promises to be an

awesome book.Aegis, the Emerald Dragon wasn't in this book but was mentioned, as was the

Mysterious Opal. There is a story there between those two that I'm dying to hear. I'm still holding out

hope that she lives and will be his salvation.The last piece of the puzzle that intrigues me is the Dark

Oracle. With the Oracle on Pride Island being so all powerful, I wonder how the Dragons will stop a

Dark one. There are still many gems out there to explore and I hope to see a few more books but

when the last book in the series comes I have a feeling it's going to be an explosive one and hope

to see some of the Modern Dragons, the Tigers and the Lions involved.

Just like all the other books in the series, this one was great.The story of Alistair and Bridget is a

little different than the rest. Alistair is being held captive so that someone can use his powerful

dragon blood for some purpose. Bridget is the human that brings him food. When Alistair sees a

werewolf trying to rape Bridget he is able to overcome the limits of his collar and save her. Now they

need to escape and Alistair will need to depend on Bridget until he can make contact with the other

awakened dragons. Bridget's help comes with a price. She wants the dragons to help her find her

friend that was kidnapped by the same people that were holding Alistair.All the old friends from the

other books will make a showing, as well as a new dragon, Dom. I have a feeling that Dom has met

his mate in Bridget's friend, Lana, but that is for another book. This one comes with the usual

adventure, misunderstandings, and forever love as the rest of the series. Enjoy.

It's been said that diamonds are a girl's best friend. Well that's according to Marilyn Monroe but now

Bridget just has to agree. Alistair has been kept in a dungeon for so long he can't remember. His

only connection is to a stray cat he names Scrangey and the lovely girl Bridget who brought his

food. What her motive was for being there was beyond him and she wasn't telling. At her attempted

rape by the wolf Galen Alistair momentarily breaks the power of his collar, rescues Bridget and the

cat, and the three escape. Thus begins the fourth story in this thrilling series. Both the H/h

characters are well crafted. It was great to touch base with the other dragons, especially Dominic,

the amethyst dragon, whose powers are a mystery to the others but needed by all. The search is on

for Bridget's friend Lana and all is met with a sense of love. For my honest review I was given this

story as a gift from Ms. Bolryder. There's a female dragon mentioned, Opal, and my curiosity is

really aroused. Hope her story comes soon. I get the impression that Aegis will play an important

role in this one. I always look forward to each story and the next one will be no exception.
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